TELTONIKA NETWORKS
GLOBAL PROVIDER OF CELLULAR EQUIPMENT
Networkology have partnered with the rapidly growing technology company Teltonika Networks. Teltonika Networks has a proven track
record of rapid growth within professional and industrial cellular connectivity market segments, currently offering a wide and ever-evolving
product portfolio, consisting of modems, gateways, routers, switches, and IoT platforms. All products have a focus on delivering the best
reliability possible, assuring the highest level of security and offering quick and easy deployment.
For more info on our Teltonika offerings, visit: https://networkology.com/services/network-comms/teltonika/

MISSION CRITICAL COMMUNICATION WITH
TELTONIKA CELLULAR ROUTERS

RELIABLE & SCALABLE TELTONIKA MODEMS

Teltonika Networks are most famous for their compact cellular
routers, which are equipped with a variety of wireless and wired
connectivity options and technologies including 4G, which make
them an essential tool to connect people, machines and
infrastructure across many market sectors.
The Teltonika Networks RUT series is engineered to be deployed
easily, providing mission critical cellular communication in harsh
environments and challenging connectivity scenarios.

Industrial cellular modems are the most cost-efficient and
scalable method to provide reliable connectivity in industrial
networking applications. Large amount of legacy and
Industrial IoT infrastructure worldwide requires different
methods of connectivity. Robust Industrial Cellular Modems
from Teltonika provide numerous cellular connectivity options,
ranging from 2G (EGPRS) to 4G LTE Cat 1, LTE Cat-M1 and
NB-IoT.

TELTONIKA INDUSTRIAL SWITCHES
Powered by RutOS, Teltonika routers provide excellent user
experience and easy deployment, thanks to the intuitive interface
provided. RutOS is a unified operating system based on OpenWrt
used by all Teltonika Networks devices and has become one of the
most functional router operating systems in the market.

Teltonika Networks provides a range of robust, industrial Ethernet
Switches. They feature industrial-grade reliability, network
redundancy, security and easy management. Switches have
multiple mounting options for faster and easier installations.

This system enables clients to cut their cost on engineer training
while implementing new devices. Moreover, it empowers flexibility
when migrating between different devices and platforms.
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TELTONIKA’S REMOTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
BENEFITS & FEATURES:
Real-time alert system
Activity reports
Regular updates and User friendly
Compatible with various OS
Device multi-configuration
No public IP required
Remotely access non-Teltonika devices
Efficient large scale network management
Security first
Watch the short clip on Teltonika’s RMS system here.

Teltonika Networks Remote Management System (RMS) is an
all-in-one user-friendly IoT platform providing a smart way to stay
on top of your whole connected solution completely remotely,
securely, and reliably.
It is a powerful solution for remote access and management
allowing users to save time and operational costs while being
flexible and easy to use.
With RMS you can manage compatible Teltonika Networks routers
and gateways, reach remote devices, utilise the power of remote
desktop access and configure secure VPN tunnels with just a few
clicks.
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For more info regarding our Teltonika product offerings,
email us: sales@networkology.com
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